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Bounds on the Capacity of Constrained Two-Dimensional
Codes

Søren Forchhammer and Jørn Justesen, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Bounds on the capacity of constrained two-dimensional (2-D)
codes are presented. The bounds of Calkin and Wilf apply to first-order
symmetric constraints. The bounds are generalized in a weaker form
to higher order and nonsymmetric constraints. Results are given for
constraints specified by run-length limits or a minimum distance between
pixels of a given value.

Index Terms—Capacity, constrained codes, entropy, two-dimensional
(2-D) codes, 2-D fields.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this correspondence we consider the capacity of constrained two-
dimensional (2-D) codes which is equivalent to the maximum entropy
of 2-D fields defined by the given set of constraints. We shall derive
bounds on the capacity.

We consider shift-invariant constraints of finite extent(N;M), in the
sense that the constraints may be defined on anN row byM column
rectangle. Each element is taken from an alphabetA of sizejAj. The
jAjNM possible configurations on the rectangle are divided into a set
of admissible and a set of nonadmissible configurations.
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LetF (n;m)be the number of distinct configurations (or codewords)
on ann row bym column rectangle not violating the constraints. We
refer to these configurations of sizen by m as admissible configura-
tions. LetE(n;m) be the set of admissible configurations of sizen
bym. The per-symbol capacity (or maximum entropy),H of the 2-D
code defined by the constraints may be defined as follows.

Definition 1:

H = lim
n;m!1

logF (n;m)

nm
: (1)

A more formal treatment of the entropy definition and its existence
is given in [1]–[3].

In one dimension (1-D), sequences satisfying a constraint onN con-
secutive symbols may be described by finite-state sources, where a state
is characterized byN � 1 symbols, e.g., run-length limited sequences.
The capacity in 1-D, defined as in Definition 1 but withm = M = 1
andn ! 1, may be calculated following Shannon’s approach [4].
The transfer (or adjacency) matrixTTT of the source indicates the pos-
sible transitions between two states. Each transition is derived from an
admissible configuration of lengthN with the firstN � 1 symbols as
the starting state and the lastN � 1 symbols as the ending state. Thus
two states are combined with an overlap ofN � 2 symbols in a transi-
tion. Each sequence of states formed by consecutive transitions corre-
sponds to an admissible configuration. The largest eigenvalue� of TTT
determines the growth rate of the number of configurations. Taking the
logarithm gives the maximum entropy [4]:

H(1) = log(�): (2)

The one-dimensional approach is readily generalized to regions of
finite widthm. We refer to a rectangle of finite widthm and arbitrary
heightn as a band. The admissible configurations of a band of widthm
may for alln be described by a finite-state source. For a constraint of
extent(N;M), the states of the source are given by the symbols on the
m byN �1 segment which appear as the first or lastN �1 rows of an
admissible configuration on anN bym rectangle, i.e., a configuration
of E(N;m). A transition from statei to statej is admissible if there
is a configuration inE(N;m), for which statei is identical to the top
N�1 rows and statej to the bottomN�1 rows. Statesi andj have an
overlap ofN � 2 rows. The last row ofj is generated by the transition
from i to j and appended to the previous rows of the output. Any admis-
sible configuration ofE(n;m)with fixedm andn (>N�1) rows may
be generated as an output by starting the source in the state specified by
the firstN � 1 rows and makingn�N +1 transitions appending one
row to the output in each transition. The states and transitions above
are derived from the set of configurationsS(Tm) = E(N;m) on the
N by m segment of one transition of the finite-state sourceTm. An
output of the source is defined by the initial state and the output rows
of a sequence of transitions. We are mainly interested in the set of pos-
sible outputs of the source. The transfer matrixTTTm indicates transitions
which satisfy the constraint by defining the elementstij = 1 if the tran-
sition from statei to j is admissible andtij = 0 if it is not admissible.
The capacity of the source on a band of widthm (n!1) is given by

H(m)

m
=

log(�m)

m
(3)

where�m is the largest eigenvalue ofTTTm. Equation (3) is an upper
bound on the capacityH defined by (1) [3]. For constraints where any
two configurations on bands of widthm may be admissibly concate-
nated by paddingc columns between the two bands, the capacity is
lower-bounded byH(m)=(m+ c).

0018–9448/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE
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Calkin and Wilf [5] presented a method giving tight bounds on ca-
pacity for a particular constraint, which we briefly describe in the fol-
lowing example.

Example 1: A well-known example is a binary field for which the
maximum run-length of one of the symbols is one in both then- and
m-direction. This has been called, among other names, the hard square
problem [6]. Formulated in terms of nonadmissible configurations, the
constraint is that for any two4-neighbors, i.e., horizontal and vertical
neighbors, both of them cannot be “1.” Therefore, by checking every
N = 2 by M = 2 square we may check whether the constraint is
satisfied.

The bounds for the constraint in Example 1 [5] are expressed by
capacities which may be determined by the use of (3).

The method of [5] may be applied to other constraints, but it is
restricted to constraints for which the transfer matrices are symmetric
for all n or m. This is satisfied for first-order constraints which
are symmetric in then- or m-direction. We address the problem of
bounding capacity for higher order and nonsymmetric constraints.
We shall specify ways to describe supersets and subsets for which the
transfer matrices are symmetric.

II. BOUNDS ONCAPACITY FOR FIRST-ORDERCONSTRAINTS

This section presents the upper and the lower bound of Calkin and
Wilf [5], derived for the hard square constraint in Example 1. The ap-
proach will be initially to keepn fixed and find a bound on the number
of configurations form ! 1. This bound is given by an expression
for a finitem. For fixedm we can then define a finite-state source in
then-direction and letn ! 1. For the upper bound we consider the
transfer matrixTTTn for a band extending in the horizontal direction, and
apply the result that for any real symmetric matrix, the largest eigen-
value� satisfies [5]

� � Trace TTT
2p
n

1=2p
(4)

for all positive integersp.
Thus the eigenvalue which determines the growth rate of the number

of configurations for fixedn and largem is upper-bounded by the trace
of TTT 2pn . Calkin and Wilf [5] made the observation that the trace counts
the number of configurations starting and ending in the same state after
2p transitions. We may interpret these as solutions on a cylinder of
finite circumference2p and heightn satisfying the constraint all the
way around the cylinder. Keeping2p fixed, we can now define a finite-
state source with states of heightN � 1 on the cylinder and use the
one-dimensional result to derive a limit forn ! 1

H �
H 0(2p)

2p
(5)

whereH 0(2p) is the capacity of the cylinder with circumference2p.
The prerequisite of (5) is that the transfer matricesTTTn are symmetric.

Therefore, the upper bound is valid for constraints which are symmetric
and restricted to neighboring pixel interaction in then- (orm-) direc-
tion. Constraints restricted to neighboring interaction vertically or hor-
izontally are called first-order constraints, and they are characterized
by N = 2 or M = 2.

The lower bound on capacity by Calkin and Wilf [5] for the hard
square problem is derived by a similar idea using bands in them-di-
rection followed by a limit in then-direction. Again we consider the
transfer matrix for a band of heightn and apply an inequality for the
largest eigenvalue

� �
(xxx; TTTnxxx)

(xxx; xxx)
(6)

where(xxx; yyy) denotes inner product.

ReplacingTTTn by TTT p
n and lettingxxx = TTT

q
n111 we get

�p
�

(TTT q
n111; TTT

p
nTTT

q
n111)

(TTT q
n111; TTT

q
n111)

=
111; TTT p+2q

n 111

111; TTT 2qn 111
: (7)

The numerator and the denominator may be interpreted as the
number of configurations afterp + 2q and2q transitions. This gives
F (n; p+ 2q + 1) andF (n; 2q + 1). We can keepp andq fixed, take
the logarithm, and letn ! 1 to get

H >
H(p+ 2q + 1)�H(2q + 1)

p
(8)

whereH(m) is the capacity of a band source of widthm, andq � 0
andp � 1.

This lower bound is valid for constraints which are of first order
and symmetric in then-direction, i.e., perpendicular to the direction
of propagation of the bands of (8).

For higher order constraints, the states for a fixedn are composed of
M � 1 > 1 columns. A single transition creates a single new column
and two consecutive states overlap onM � 2 columns leading to a
nonsymmetric transfer matrix. Forp � M � 1 in (7) and (8) there is
no overlap of columns between the initial and the final state after the
p transitions. Still the direction of the transitions implies that, even for
symmetric constraints the transfer matrix is usually nonsymmetric. If
the constraint is symmetric, the reverse transition of every admissible
transition is possible. In this case, the order of the columns in the states
is also reversed, thereby changing the states.

III. U PPERBOUND FORHIGHER ORDER CONSTRAINTS

We shall extend the upper bound presented in Section II to higher
order and nonsymmetric constraints. Higher order constraints may be
defined in terms of run-lengths or distances(>2) between symbols of
a given value. For each symbol in the alphabet and each direction, we
may specify that the number of consecutive elements (runs) is con-
strained to be within certain limits. The extent(N;M) must exceed
the specified run-length. In order to achieve an upper bound we shall
specify a source which has the required symmetric transfer matrices
and can generate all configurations admissible by the original con-
straint as a subset.

Let TTTn be the transfer matrix of a constraint with finite extent
(N;M), having states characterized by the symbols ofn rows and
(M � 1) columns. One new column is generated in each step. Let
AAAn = TTT

p
n be the transfer matrix corresponding top transitions. The

matricesAAAn andTTTn have the same states. The elementaij ofAAAn gives
the number of admissible configurations on ann bym (=p+M � 1)
rectangle starting in statei and ending in statej.

A new matrixBBBn is introduced by addingAAAn and its transpose
AAA

�

n. The matrixBBBn = AAAn + AAA
�

n is symmetric and it has elements
bij = aij + a�ij , wherea�ij = aji. These elements may be interpreted
as the number of original configurations(aij) and the number of con-
figurations(a�ij) having a reversed direction of transitions.

Using (4) we shall bound the growth rate of the number of configu-
rations on a band of heightn by the trace ofBBB2

n. The elementi of the
main diagonal ofBBB2

n is found by summing

bijbji=(aij+a
�

ij)(aji+a
�

ji)=aijaji+a
�

ija
�

ji+aija
�

ji+a
�

ijaji (9)

over allj. The trace ofBBB2
n is found by summing (9) over alli andj.

The sum i j aijaji counts the configurations on the cylinder
of circumference2p as described byAAAn. The termaija�ji counts the
number of configurations being output by a transition fromi to j in
the original direction concatenated with the output of a transition in
the reverse direction fromj to i. As a�ji = aij , the termaija�ji =
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Fig. 1. Two-seam cylinder(n = 3;M = 3).

aijaij also counts the number of configurations being output by two
transitions fromi to j in the original direction. These configurations
are referred to as two-seam cylinder configurations.

Definition 2: A configuration on atwo-seam cylinderis given by
a pair of configurations which are the output of twoAAAn transitions
having identical starting statesi and identical ending statesj. TheAAAn

configurations belong to the set of admissible configurationsE(n; p+
M � 1).

The twoAAAn configurations each forms half of the two-seam cylinder
havingp�(M�1) columns between thei and thej state. Both transi-
tions start in the same state and end in the same state. The starting state
i and the ending statej may be seen as seams of the cylinder (Fig. 1).

As for the cylinders, we may introduce a finite-state source, in the
n-direction, on the two-seam cylinder with states of heightN � 1 and
2p distinct columns. For alln, the configurations comply with Defini-
tion 2. The two-seam cylinder specifies the neighborhood of the col-
umns. The outer-most columns of the states only have one neighboring
column as a band. The inner-most columns of the states, on the other
hand, have three neighboring columns. The capacity of the two-seam
cylinder(n ! 1) of width 2p is denoted byH00(2p).

Theorem 1: The capacity of a 2-D code specified by shift-invariant
constraints of finite-extent(N;M) has the upper bound

H �
H 00(2p)

2p
(10)

whereH 00 is the capacity of the two-seam cylinder of the constraint,p

is a positive integer, and2p � 2M � 2. Further,H 00(2p) � H 0(2p)
and ifAAAn (=TTT p

n) is symmetric for all positiven; H 00(2p) = H 0(2p).
Proof: The band with transfer matrixBBBn generates as a subset

all configurations of the band ofAAAn = TTT
p
n. The elements ofBBBn

bij = aij + a
�

ij = aij + aji (11)

show thatbij = bji and, therefore, for alln BBBn is symmetric and
thus satisfies the prerequisite for (4). Therefore, the number of cylinder
configurations, given by the trace ofBBB2

n, gives an upper bound. Using
(11) gives

Trace BBB
2

n =
i j

bijbji

=
i j

aijaji + a
�

ija
�

ji + aija
�

ji + a
�

ijaji: (12)

The first two terms of the right-hand side correspond to ordinary
cylinders as described byAAAn (orAAA�n). The last two terms of (12) cor-
respond to two-seam cylinders.

LetF 0(n; 2p) andF 00(n; 2p) denote the number of solutions on the
ordinary and the two-seam cylinders of heightn and circumference2p,
respectively. Summing the right-hand terms of (12) gives

F
0(n; 2p) =

i j

aijaji F
00(n; 2p) =

i j

a
2

ij (13)

asa�ji = aij .
Inserting (13) in (12) gives an expression of the number ofBBB

2

n

cylinder configurations in terms of cylinder and two-seam cylinder
configurations forAAA2

n

Trace BBB
2

n = 2F 0(n; 2p) + 2F 00(n; 2p): (14)

The largest eigenvalue�B of BBBn is bounded by (4)

�2

B � Trace BBB
2

n : (15)

For all pairs of states(i; j) in (13) we have

2aijaji � a
2

ij + a
2

ji: (16)

Therefore, the number of two-seam cylindersF 00(n; 2p) � F 0(n; 2p)
will dominate when we go to the limit(n ! 1).

Let �002p denote the maximum eigenvalue of the two-seam cylinder.
This eigenvalue determines the growth rate ofF 00(n; 2p) for the
two-seam cylinder forn ! 1. By (15) this will bound the capacity
of the band source given byBBBn. Combining (14) and (15), taking the
nth root, the logarithm, and the limit(n ! 1) gives

lim
n;m!1

logFB(n;m)

nm
= lim

n!1

log �2

B

2pn
�

log �002p
2p

(17)

whereFB(n;m) is the number of configurations of the band given by
BBBn. As FB(n;m) � F (n;m) the bound in (17) also applies to the
constraint in question.

Equation (16) leads toF 00(n; 2p) � F 0(n; 2p). Taking the limit
(n ! 1) givesH 00(2p) � H 0(2p). The equality in (16) applies if
and only ifaij = aji. Further, if and only if this equality applies for
all (i; j) thenF 00(n; 2p) = F 0(n; 2p). Therefore,AAAn symmetric for
all n implies thatH 00(2p) = H 0(2p).

In Section VI, we consider constraints defined based on distances.
Distances byr-norm between elementsf(n;m) andf(n0;m0)may be
expressed as

d = (jn� n
0jr + jm�m

0jr)1=r:

We shall consider the1-norm distance(r = 1) and the1-norm dis-
tance

d = max(jn� n
0j; jm�m

0j):

Example 2A: Minimum Distance of3 Between1s (1-Norm): For a
binary field (or 2-D code)A = f0; 1g, a minimum distance of3 be-
tween1s, measured by the1-norm, is required. Therefore, for any two
binary elements of the fieldf(n;m) andf(n0; m0) within a 1-norm
distance of2 of each other at most one of these can have a nonzero
value

jn � n
0j+ jm�m

0j � 2) f(n;m)f(n0; m0) = 0: (18)

Around each “1,” there is a (1-norm) “circle” of radius2 of 0s (Fig. 2).
This was referred to as the Diamond II constraint in [7].
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Fig. 2. Configuration ensuring a min. distance of3 between1s.

Consider a vertical band of widthm = 2. There are five states of
heightN � 1 = 2

s0 =
0 0

0 0
s1 =

0 0

0 1
s2 =

0 0

1 0

s3 =
0 1

0 0
s4 =

1 0

0 0
:

For transitions downwards from one state to the state below, the tran-
sition matrix (going from column to row) is

TTT 2 =

1 0 0 1 1

1 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0

:

The matrixTTT 2 is nonsymmetric due to the overlap of one row for two
consecutive states, e.g., the transitions3 ! s2 is admissible whereas
s2 ! s3 is not.

Forp = 3; AAA2 = TTT 3

2 andBBB2 = AAA2 +AAA�

2 are given by

AAA2 =

3 1 1 2 2

2 1 1 2 1

2 1 1 1 2

1 0 1 1 1

1 1 0 1 1

BBB2 =

6 3 3 3 3

3 2 2 2 2

3 2 2 2 2

3 2 2 2 2

3 2 2 2 2

:

The number of cylinder configurations can be determined from these
matrices. For the ordinary cylinder

F 0(6; 2) = Trace(AAA2

2) =
i j

aijaji = 37:

The two-seam cylinder gives

F 00(6; 2) = Trace(AAA2AAA
�

2) =
i j

a2ij = 49

F 0

B(6; 2) = Trace(BBB2

2) =
i j

bijbji

= 2F 0(6; 2) + 2F 00(6; 2) = 172:

The cylinder configurations form = 2 are the states of the source
on the horizontal cylinderm ! 1. The two-seam cylinder thus has
F 00(6; 2) = 49 states forp = 3. Fig. 3 shows a configuration for one
transition on the two-seam cylinder. This two-seam cylinder is identical
to the one in Fig. 1 (rotated 90�). In Fig. 3, the two-seam cylinder is
unfolded into two bands, each having five rows, having identical top
and bottomN � 1 = 2 rows. (Onlyp = 3 new rows are generated by
each of the two configurations forming the two-seam cylinder so there
are only six unique rows out of the ten rows.) This gives the upper
bound (10),H < H 00(2p)=2p = H 00(6)=6 = 0:3682.

Fig. 3. Two-seam cylinder configuration unfolded into two configurations
on bands in them-direction. The five top and bottom rows, each depict one
configuration of the pair forming the two-seam cylinder. The two pairs of rows
labeledi are identical for allm. This also applies to the rows labeledj.

IV. L OWER BOUND ON CAPACITY

The Calkin and Wilf lower bound requires that the transfer matrices
of the bands in one direction are symmetric. For higher order con-
straints the matrices are not symmetric. We present a procedure for
deriving a modified source which yields symmetric transfer matrices,
generating a subset of the admissible configurations of the constraint.
The procedure is not restricted to symmetric nor first-order constraints.

Given the transfer matrixTTTm, we introduceAAAm = TTT p
m as the

transfer matrix obtained afterp transitions. The states aren bym ele-
ments,n � N � 1 andm � M . FromAAAm we derive a subset source
on the band with transfer matrixBBBm. Letbij be the number of possible
transitions from statei to j ofBBBm. The symmetry required is given by
bij = bji. A simple solution is only to maintain the elements of the
main diagonal ofAAAm, i.e.,bii = aii andbij = 0 if i 6= j. Obviously,
BBBm will be symmetric for allm and the configurations are all cylin-
ders. Later we shall state the Calkin and Wilf lower bound (8) based
on the cylinder capacity. We may hope to improve this lower bound by
including elements outside the diagonal ofAAAm and enforce the sym-
metry ofBBBm by definingbij = min(aij ; aji). This may easily be done
for anym, but it leads to a problem of determining the number of con-
figurations on the(p+ n) bym rectangles asm increases.

Before proceeding, we generalize the way of defining a source on
a band consistent with Section I. For brevity, we shall use the term
band source. In the generalized version, each transition may output
more than one row (or columns for horizontal bands). This also implies
having multiple admissible outputs for a transition. As in Section I, a
band sourceX is defined by a set of configurationsS(X) on a rec-
tangle of given size along with the size and position of a starting and
an ending state. The states are derived from the set of configurations
S(X) as in Section I. The elementsxij of the transfer matrixXXX count
the number of configurations ofS(X) starting ini and ending inj.
Each of these configurations specifies a distinct transition fromi to j,
outputting one or more columns. Transitions admissible by the con-
straint are referred to as being constraint-admissible. The band config-
urations are constructed by sequentially combining the configurations
of S(X) such that the ending state of one configuration is identical to
the starting state of the next configuration. LetS(Xl) denote the set
of configurations afterl transitions on this band. Forl = 1 we have
S(X1) = S(X).

Authorized licensed use limited to: Danmarks Tekniske Informationscenter. Downloaded on November 30, 2009 at 09:46 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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Using the generalized definition of a band source, we may specify
a subset source. For a givenm (m � M � 1), a reduced set of con-
figurationsS(Bm) is defined by choosingbij out of aij configura-
tions of S(Am) = E(n + p;m) for all i and j. This reduced set,
S(Bm) � E(n+p;m), is chosen to be the set of states of a new band
source in the horizontal direction with transfer matrixCCC. CCC specifes
the transitions to a new state displaced one column in the horizontal
direction. Thus aCCC transition covers a(p+ n) by (m+ 1) rectangle.
For all positivel, the set of configurationsS(Cl) of size(p + n) by
(m + l) is then used to define a vertical band source of widthm + l
with transfer matrixDDDl by definingS(Dl) = S(Cl) for l � 1. The
states ofDl are of sizen by (m + l). The problem is now to specify
S(C) such that the set of configurationsS(Dl) is a subset of the ad-
missible configurationsE(p+n;m+ l) and the matricesDDDl are sym-
metric for l � 0. To ensure thisS(C) and therebyCCC is defined in
two steps. First, admissibility of a transition is checked according to
the constraint. Second, some transitions admissible by the constraint
are set to0 to ensure the symmetry of allDDDl. For each pair of starting
(i) and ending(j) states ofS(Bm), we havebij configurations. Let
the triple (i; x; j) denote such a configuration. A bijective mapping
of the reduced set ofbij configurations shall be introduced,matching
each triple(i; x; j)with the unique triple(j; y; i) which is its image by
the mapping. The starting and ending states of the configurations are
reversed for each matched pair. All transitions admissible by the con-
straint from statess1 to s2 of CCC are thereafter evaluated as follows. If
the horizontal transition between the statesmatchings1 ands2, respec-
tively, is also constraint-admissible, the transition froms1 to s2 is set
to 1 and otherwise to0. The resulting matrixCCC is said to have matched
states and transitions. Thus a transition froms1 to s2 is only set to1 if
the transition itself as well as the transition between the states matching
s1 ands2 are constraint-admissible. This way the transitions as well as
the states of the binary matrixCCC come in matched pairs.

To apply the approach of the lower bound of [5] in (7) and (8),
we need to show that the matricesDDDl are symmetric and that we can
specify (horizontal) band sources consistent withDDDl. Lemmas 1 and
2, below, addresses the first and second issue, respectively.

Lemma 1: Given a matrixCCC having matched states and transitions,
the transfer matricesDDDl specified byS(Dl) = S(Cl) are symmetric
for all l � 1.

Proof: We may prove by induction that for any sequence ofl tran-
sitions described byCCCl there is a unique sequence ofl matched transi-
tions. Letsl denote one configuration ofCCCl havingsl = (i; x; j) as the
last state, i.e.,sl is given by the sequence of statess1; s2; . . . ; sl. We
assume there is a matching sequencetl with last statetl = (j; y; i). For
any transitionsl to sl+1 there is by the construction ofCCC a matching
transitiontl to tl+1, yielding tl+1 matched withsl+1. For l = 0 we
have the states ofCCC which are matched by the definition ofCCC, thus
completing the induction proof. The configurationsS(Cl) specify the
configurationsS(Dl). Thus for each configuration inS(Dl) there is
a unique matching configuration inS(Cl) with theDDDl starting and
ending states reversed. The source derived from reduced setS(C),
therefore, leads to the required symmetry properties for all matrices
DDDl.

By Lemma 1, the matricesDDDl are symmetric providing sufficient
conditions for the lower bound. For any widthl, the band sourceDl,
defining the sets of configurationsS(DDDq

l ) byq transitions, can generate
a vertical band of infinite height(q ! 1). To set up a consistent
horizontal band source forq > 1, we return to the vertical band source
D1 of widthm+ 1 given byS(D1

1) = S(C1
1 ). The configurations of

this reduced setS(D1) may be combined sequentially, describing the
set of configurationsS(Dq

1) of a vertical band sourceD1 consistent
withDDDq

1. Based on these sets, we may introduce band sourcesCq in the

horizontal direction, defined byS(C1
q ) = S(Dq

1). For anyq � 1, the
band sourceCq can generate the configurations of a horizontal band of
infinite length. Thus based on the reduced set of configurationsS(C),
and the sources defined on this setC andD, a reduced source in the
plane has been introduced. The configurations ofS(Cl

q)andS(Dq

l ) are
of size(n+ pq) by (m+ l). The states of the horizontal band source
Cq are of size(n+ pq) bym and the states of the vertical band source
Dl are of sizen by (m+ l). The consistency of combiningC andD
is shown in the following lemma.

Lemma 2: The set of configurationsS(Dq

l ) = S(Cl
q) for l; q � 1.

Proof: A configuration inS(D2
l ) is a combination of two con-

figurations inS(D1
l ) each being identical to a configuration inS(Cl

1).
These two configurations inS(Cl) are uniquely combined to form a
configuration inS(Cl

2). Likewise the other way around. This general-
izes readily to larger values ofq yieldingS(Dq

l ) = S(Cl
q).

The lower bound by Calkin and Wilf may be applied to the reduced
source, in turn providing a lower bound for the specified constraint.

Theorem 2: The capacity of a 2-D code specified by shift-invariant
constraints of finite-extent(N;M) is lower-bounded by

H � max
S(C)

1

rp
log

�(r+ 2q)

�(2q)
(19)

where�(k) is the largest eigenvalue ofCCCk derived fromS(C); k �
0; p > 0; q � 0; r > 0 andCCCk has matched states and transitions. For
the special casek = 0; �(0) is the largest eigenvalue ofCCC0 which is
the transfer matrix of the band of heightn describing the states ofDDDl.

Proof: We may apply the lower bound of Calkin and Wilf. The
real transfer matrixDDDr

l is symmetric forr > 0 andl � 1 by Lemma
1. Therefore, the largest eigenvalue�l of DDDl is bounded by

�r
l �

(111;DDDr
l 111)

(111;111)
(20)

where(xxx; yyy) denotes inner product. Further following Calkin and Wilf

�r
l �

(DDDq

l 111;DDD
r
lDDD

q

l 111)

(DDDq

l 111;DDD
q

l 111)
=

(111;DDDq

lDDD
r
lDDD

q

l 111)

(111;DDDq

lDDD
q

l 111)

=
111;DDDr+2q

l 111

111;DDD2q
l 111

=
111;CCCl

r+2q111

111;CCCl
2q111

(21)

as theDDD transfer matrices are symmetric,(111;DDDq

l 111) = (111;CCCl
q111) be-

cause the terms count the number of configurations on the same rec-
tangle and the setsS(Dq

l ) andS(Cl
q) on this rectangle are identical by

Lemma 2 for alll; q � 1. Taking the logarithm and the limit

lim
l!1

r log(�l)

l
� log

�(r+ 2q)

�(2q)
(22)

where�(k) is the largest eigenvalue ofCCCk. This gives a lower bound
on the subset of configurations in turn yielding the lower bound (19)
for the specified constraint. The term1=rp in (19) is because the band
of CCCr+2q hasrp more rows than the band ofCCC2q. Forq = 0, the de-
nominator(111;111) of (20) counts the number of states ofDDDl, the growth
rate(l ! 1) of which may be determined by the largest eigenvalue
�(0) of CCC0 generating the states ofDDDl.

For eachi andj we delete(max(aij ; aji) � min(aij ; aji)) con-
figurations and match the remaining configurations ofS(Bm) leading
to S(C). Under these restrictions we are free to choose the setS(C)
which yields the maximum lower bound.

Obviously, any choice of configurationsS(C) leading to the re-
quired symmetric matricesDDDl in Lemma 1, gives a lower bound. It
is an open question which setS(C) leads to the best lower bound.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Transitions horizontally. (a)(s ; x; s ) ! (s ; y; s ). (b)
(s ; 00; s ) ! (s ; 00; s ). In (b) “x” marks symbols which will not conflict
with the “1.”

We may always include inS(Bm) the configurations of the elements
of the main diagonal ofBBBm. These cylinder configurations may be
matched using the identity mapping. So Theorem 2(q = 0) can always
provide a lower bound at least as good as

H >
(H0(p)�H(N � 1))

p
(23)

where the band entropy of the numerator in (19) is replaced by the
cylinder entropy and the denominator by the band capacity of the states
of DDDl.

Example 2B: Minimum Distance of3 Between1s (1-Norm): For
the constraint in Example 2A,BBB2 is derived fromAAA2 (=TTT

3
2) by bij =

min(aij ; aji)

BBB2 =

3 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 0 1

1 1 1 1 0

1 0 1 1 1

1 1 0 1 1

:

The states were defined in Example 2A. It may be noted thatbij 2
f0; 1g except forb00 = 3. For thes0 ! s0 transitions we have the
configurations(s0; x; s0) wherex 2 f00;01; 10g. The configurations
corresponding to the diagonal elementsbii are matched with them-
selves. For the elements outside the diagonal, the subset of configu-
rations has to be chosen and matched. Forbij = bji = 1, the configu-
rations(i; x; j) and(j; y; i) are matched choosingx = y = 00. This
matching is always admissible as choosingx or y = 00 will never in
itself introduce a violation of the constraint.y may be viewed as being
equal tox or the mirrored configuration ofx in this matching.

Based on the configurations ofBBB2
2 and the pairwise matching

of these, the horizontal band with matrixCCC is defined. There are
bij = 23 configurations and thereby 23 states ofCCC. We can

show that in this small example all constraint-admissible transitions
between states ofCCC also satisfy the requirement that the transition
between their matching states is admissible.

The only nonzero values ofx in (i; x; j) are for i = j = s0, so
x = 01 or 10 will only occur for (s0; x; s0) ! (s0; y; s0) transitions
(Fig. 4(a)). For all other transitions,x andy will be 00. This elimi-
nates diagonal influence across the middle row. Therefore, for all con-
straint-admissible transitions, the matched transition does not violate
the constraint wheni andj are reversed to form the matching states
(Fig. 4(b)). The resulting binary matrixCCC is of dimension23 and all the
80 constraint-admissible transitions survive the check of the matching
transition. Insertingq = 0; r = 1; p = 3 in (19) this gives a lower
bound ofH � (H(5)�H(2))=3 = 0:297.

V. UPPERBOUND ON CAPACITY—REVISITED

To supplement the upper bound of Section III, we may use the same
approach as for the lower bound, but now specify a superset source.
FromAAAm we derive a superset band sourceGm with transfer matrix
GGGm given by the elementsgij = max(aij ; aji). We shall set up the
band sourcesJq horizontally andKl vertically corresponding toCq

andDl, respectively, such thatS(Jlq) = S(Kq

l ). The rectangles of the
configurations and states are defined as forCq andDl. The set of con-
figurationsS(Gm) holdsS(Am) as a subset and it defines the states of
J . It is not necessary explicitly to define the additional states ofS(Gm)
as we shall see. The states ofJ given byS(Gm) and their transitions
have to be matched to specifyJ as was the case forC. The setS(J)
shall form a superset of configurations on the(p+ n) bym rectangle.
The matching is again specified by a bijective mapping. The transitions
of JJJ are specified by the the following matching of transitions: A tran-
sition between two states ofJJJ is set to1 if the transition itself is con-
straint-admissible or the two matching state configurations and their
transition are all constraint-admissible. Otherwise, the transition is set
to0. Based onJ , the band sourcesJq andKl are defined.Trace(KKK2q

l )
specifies the number of cylinder configurations which may be used to
upper-bound the capacity of the superset source. LetJJJ 0

2q be the transfer
matrix of the corresponding cylinder source, with circumference2pq
and states of sizem by 2pq, asl ! 1. We may now apply the upper
bound of Calkin and Wilf to the superset source which in turn gives an
upper bound for the capacity of the code satisfying the constraints.

Theorem 3: The capacity of a 2-D code specified by shift-invariant
constraints of finite extent(N;M) is upper-bounded by

H � min
S(J)

H 0(2pq)

2pq
(24)

whereH 0(2pq) is the capacity of the cylinder of circumference2pq
specified byJJJ 0

2q.
Proof: S(J) is a superset containing all admissible configura-

tions. The proof of Lemma 1 only requires the matching of states and
transitions whichJ satisfies by construction. Therefore, the lemma ap-
plies andKKKl is symmetric for alll. GivenS(J), the construction of
Jq andKl follows that of the lower bound, therefore, the consistency
expressed byS(Jlq) = S(Kq

l ) holds. Thereafter, the Calkin and Wilf
upper bound may be applied. Any of the possible bijective mappings of
theJ states may be chosen, therefore, also the one leading to theS(J)
yielding the best upper bound.

The two-seam cylinder approach of Section III may be described as a
special case of the superset approach introduced above. The only slight
modification is thatGGGm is defined by

gij = aij + a�ij = aij + aji (�max(aij ; aji)):

Each of theaij configurations fromi to j may be matched with itself
in its reversed version asaij = a�ji. The configurations ofS(Jl) will
be the ordinary and the reversed configurations. There is no crossover
between the two sets forl!1 due to the matching of transitions.

VI. NUMERICAL BOUNDS ONCAPACITIES

We may calculate the band and two-seam cylinder capacitiesH and
H 00 of the upper and lower bounds using (3).

A. Minimum-Distance Constraints

One class of constraints is given by generalizing the hard square
problem by requiring a minimum distance between elements of the
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TABLE I
CYLINDER CAPACITIES FORMINIMUM DISTANCE3BETWEEN1S (1-NORM)

TABLE II
LOWER BOUNDS ONCAPACITY FOR MINIMUM DISTANCE 3 BETWEEN

1S (1-NORM)

same value. Example 2 is completed below and another example be-
longing to this class is also presented.

Example 2C: Minimum Distance of3Between1s (1-Norm): Table I
gives the two-seam cylinder capacity results for the constraint of Ex-
ample 2A. (The values given are rounded up as we seek an upper
bound.) The best upper bound on capacity by (10) isH < 0:3569 =
H 00(14)=14.

This is an improvement of the previous best upper bound reported
in [3] H < H(14)=14 = 0:3597. (The latter was achieved based
on the entropy of a band with an additional constraint derived from
requiring equal probabilities of a “1” in the border and inner columns
of the band.)

Table II lists new lower bounds form = M = 3; q = 0; and
r = 1. The best of these is0:3325, for p = 14. CCC was specified by
choosing the subset of configurations forming the states and matching
these as follows. 1) The configurations of the diagonal elementsbii
were matched by the identity mapping. 2) The configurations(i; x; j)
and(j; x; i) were matched if both were constraint-admissible. 3) The
remaining configurations with reversed statesi and j were matched
(somewhat arbitrarily) in an order given by increasing binary value.
The new lower bound is an improvement of the lower bound by bands
H(15)=17 = 0:319, but not close to the best lower bound reported in
[3]: H > 0:350306. (This lower bound was obtained by bounding the
entropy of a process using hidden states.)

It may be noted that the cylinder capacityH 0(6) = 0:3498 is below
this lower bound and thus cannot be an upper bound. The capacity may
be estimated to be [3]H � H(16) � H(15) = 0:35030719. (For

TABLE III
CYLINDER CAPACITIES FORMINIMUM DISTANCE 3 BETWEEN1S (1-NORM)

TABLE IV
CYLINDER CAPACITIES FORMAXIMUM RUN-LENGTH 2

first-order processes the differenceH(16)�H(15) is a lower bound
(8), but this does not readily generalize to higher orders.)

Example 3: Minimum Distance of3 Between1s (1-Norm): For
a binary field (or 2-D code), a minimum distance of3 between1s,
measured by the1-norm, is required. Therefore, for any two elements
f(n;m) andf(n0;m0)within1-norm distance2 at most one of these
can have a nonzero value

max(jn� n0j; jm�m0j) � 2) f(n;m)f(n0; m0) = 0: (25)

This was called the Square II constraint in [7].

Table III gives two-seam cylinder capacity results for the constraint.
The best upper bound on the capacity by (10) isH < 0:2432 =
H 00(14)=14.

In [7], upper and lower bounds are given,0:25681 > H > 0:22257.
The new upper bound is a fair improvement. The capacity was esti-
mated to beH � 0:236 (with an estimated precision of10�3) [7].

B. Run-Length Constraint

The hard square constraint may also be generalized by imposing run-
length constraints in both the horizontal and vertical directions.

Example 4: Maximum Run-Length of2: For a binary field (or 2-D
code), a maximum run-length constraint of2 is imposed for both values
and in both directions.

Table IV gives two-seam cylinder capacity results for the constraint.
The best upper bound by (10) isH < 0:4728 = H 00(10)=10. This
is a fair improvement of the upper bound achieved using bands,H <
H(10)=10 = 0:5079. A lower bound ofH > 0:4650may be obtained
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using the process with hidden states in [3]. The capacity may be esti-
mated to beH � H(10) �H(9) = 0:4682.

VII. CONCLUSION

New bounds on the capacity of constrained 2-D codes were derived.
The bounds are based on the transfer matrix of superset and subset
sources, respectively. The bounds are expressed in terms of capac-
ities of bands and cylinders, which may be determined using well-
known one-dimensional results. Two upper and a lower bound appli-
cable to any finite-order constraint were presented. One of the upper
bounds was applied to three second-order constraints, improving pre-
vious upper bounds. The lower bound was applied to one of these con-
straints, improving previous results based on transfer matrices.
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Partial Characterization of the Positive Capacity
Region of Two-Dimensional Asymmetric Run Length

Constrained Channels

Akiko Kato, Member, IEEE,and Kenneth Zeger, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—A binary sequence satisfies a one-dimensional( ) run
length constraint if every run of zeros has length at least and at most .
A two-dimensional binary pattern is ( )-constrained if it
satisfies the one-dimensional( ) run length constraint horizontally
and the one-dimensional( ) run length constraint vertically. For
given and , the asymmetric two-dimensional capacity is
defined as

= lim (1 ( )) log2
( )
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where denotes the number of ( )-con-
strained binary patterns. We determine whether the capacity is
positive or is zero, for many choices of( ).

Index Terms—Capacity, constraints, magnetic, optical recording, run
length coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

Run length constraints derive from digital storage applications
[7]. For nonnegative integersd and k, a binary sequence is said
to satisfy a one-dimensional(d; k)-constraint if every run of zeros
has length at leastd and at mostk (if two ones are adjacent in the
sequence we say that a run of zeros of length zero is between them).
A two-dimensional binary pattern arranged in anm � n rectangle is
said to be(d1; k1; d2; k2)-constrainedif it satisfies a one-dimensional
(d1; k1)-constraint horizontally and a one-dimensional(d2; k2)-con-
straint vertically. The two-dimensional(d1; k1; d2; k2)-capacity is
defined as

Cd ;k ;d ;k = lim
m;n!1

log2N
(d ;k ;d ;k )
m;n

mn

whereN (d ;k ;d ;k )
m;n denotes the number ofm � n rectangles that

are (d1; k1; d2; k2)-constrained. Ifd = d1 = d2 andk = k1 =
k2 (this is called thesymmetric constraint) then the two-dimensional
(d1; k1; d2; k2)-capacity is called the two-dimensional(d; k)-capacity,
and is denoted byCd;k. Two-dimensional run length constraints have
recently become a focus of increased study [1], [2], [4]–[7], [9], [15],
[16], [21]. A proof was given in [9] that shows the two-dimensional
(d; k)-capacities exist, and essentially the same proof shows that the
Cd ;k ;d ;k exist.

The two-dimensional asymmetricpositive capacity regionis the set

f(d1; k1; d2; k2) : Cd ;k ;d ;k > 0g :

It is of interest to determine the exact values of the capacities of the
various two-dimensional constraints in the positive capacity region, or
at least to find good approximations or bounds. A more basic question,
however, is to determine which constraints actually lie in the positive
capacity region and which do not. We provide here a partial answer to
this question.

The exact value of the capacityCd ;k ;d ;k has been unknown for
all but a few cases. In fact, in all cases when the capacity has been
known exactly, its value has been zero and the constraints have been
symmetric. The first exactly known two-dimensional capacity was
shown in [1] to beC1;2 = 0 and a complete characterization of which
(d; k) integer pairs yield positive capacities for symmetric constraints
was given in [9] and is stated as the proposition below.

Proposition 1: Cd;k > 0 if and only ifk�d � 2 or (d; k) = (0; 1).

Fairly tight upper and lower bounds on the value ofC0;1 were
given in [2], improved in [6], [12], and extended to three-dimensional
run length constraints in [12]. In [15], an encoding procedure for the
symmetric two-dimensional(0; 1)-constrained channel was given
whose coding rating comes incredibly close to the capacityC0;1. For
other positive two-dimensional(d; k)-capacities various bounds were
given in [9], [16], and approximations were given in [21]. Asymmetric
two-dimensional (d1; k1; d2; k2)-constraints were studied in [4],
which discussed mergings and the Hamming distances between
(d1; k1; d2; k2)-constrained rectangles. Codes for certain other types
of constraints in two dimensions were studied in [3], [6], [10], [11],
[13], [14], [17]–[21].
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